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This paper outlines some emerging thoughts about which main funding categories could be utilised 

to fund the car park.   It will need to be cleared with the S106 officer at SCDC but the point of 

bringing it now to Councill is to document the thought process behind it and seek endorsement for 

the approach suggested. 

The car park serves a range of users and it is therefore supposed that the funding could come from 

any or a mix of the following headings: 

• sports 

• Indoor community 

• Play 

• Public open space 

•  

My recommendation, plus the reasoning for splitting the funding between these heading is as 

follows: 

• Sports – 45%. The Sports heading is potentially under the greatest pressure in terms of likely 

calls on it. While the Rec car park is used by organised sports teams and casual sports users, 

this is concentrated at times when matches and training sessions are being organised (albeit 

with ad-hoc casual users on the tennis courts and skatepark.  

• Indoor community – 35%. While  sports clubs are likely to form the bulk of the users at 

weekends, it is Tillage Hall users who can be expected to make greater use on weekdays 

both in the day time and the evening.  

• Play – 20%. not all parents will walk or cycle with their children to the Recreation Ground 

playparks or to enjoy the space on the Recreation Ground. Those living in the north of the 

village such as along Bannold Road, or those bringing a larger number of children are just as 

likely to drive and indeed the new car park includes some dedicated parent/child 

parent/child spaces.  

• Public open space – 0%. This is a broad category and provides greater flexibility in terms of 

applicability to schemes, so it is best not to exhaust this now. 

Obviously a formal Council resolution will be sought once the final figures for the car park project 

have been determined. For the purposes of this paper it is not essential to speculate on what the 

actual figure will be as it deals with broad parameters and not definitive amounts. Councillors can be 

assured that the overall project cost will certainly be within the £210,000 envelope committed for 

the project, with the Project Manager working on our behalf to come to a final settlement on the 

final account from the contractor. 

Does Council agree that the indicative percentages and the thought process supporting them are 

reasonable? 
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